Given an expander graph G = (V, E) and a set of K disjoint pairs of vertices in V, we are interested in finding for each pair (a;, b~), a path connecting a;
in finding for each pair (a;, b~), a path connecting a;
to bi, such that the set of K paths so found is edge 
Preliminaries
There are various ways to define expander graphs;
here we define them in terms of edge expansion (a weaker property than vertex expansion).
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The notation dist (u, v) refers to the distance from vertex v to vertex u. If U is a set of vertices, then dist(u, v) = minueu dist (u, v) . If P is a path (which we view as a set of edges), then dist(P, v) is the minimum over all vertices u on P of dist (u, v Split G into two spanning expanders GR = (V, -ER) and GB = (V, EB) such that E = RU~Band~Rfi~B= 0. We require GR to be a l-expander, and GB to be a~'-expander, for some@' > 0. (The details of this procedure are presented in Section 4.1.)
The steady state distribution of the random walk on GB is easily seen to be given by
where dB ( Proof we obtain a lower bound for OUt& consider two cases.
., (2) [St, 
Putting t = -ln(l -2u/k) minimizes the RHS ( of (7) Now if k = h, for 6> -y then @ = e"(n)lf(~)n, and the summand, Uk say, on the RHS of (8) 
If a >1 and~> PO then both GR and GB are /3'-expanders for some @ >1, with probability l-o(l).
l%oofi
The existence of E. follows from the fact that the LHS of (9) decreases from 00 to O as E increases from O to 1. The above ideas can be extended to arbitrary graphs. We need to be able to assert that (i) small sets of vertices, ISI s yn, cent ain /ew edges; and that (ii) one can orient the edges so that every vertex has large out degree. Given (ii) we can then randomly split the edges into two sets. It is known (Fenner and IMeze [8] , Frank [9] ) that the edge set of a graph can be oriented so that the out-degree of each vertex is at least k iff lp(S)[~IcISI for all SC Vwhere~(S)= {e6E:eflS #O},andt hat this can be checked in polynomial time, We do not however consider this generalization in this paper.
4.2 Analysis of the Main Algorithm Let P denote the transition probability matrix of the random walk on GB, and let P& denote the probability that the walk is at w at step t given that it started at v. Let A be the second largest eigenvalue of P. (All eigenvalues of P are real.) It is known
To ensure rapid convergence we will need A < 1 -c for some constant e >0. This is achieved if
for some constant @ >0. For instance Sinclair and Jerrum [14] show that (12) implies
Ag-~;
We will now explicitly state our claims about the performance of our algorithm. As input, G is an n-vertex, bounded degree, r-regular (a,~, y)-expander graph where a > 1 and @ > /3., with PO as in Corollary 1.
Suppose that K > max{7, Kllnr,2 + tcsln r},
Theorem 4 Under the above assumptions with n sufficiently large, given any set of K = n/(log n)" disjoint pairs of vertices in G such that CY>1 and >~0, with high probability our algorithm jinds in o(n3) time, edge disjoint paths connecting these K pairs.
In Section 3 we pointed out for each phase the conditions under which it might fail. We now proceed to bound the associated failure probabilities. vertices. The probability y that ri is rejected is thus never more than 3Ks/2n. Thus the probability that this phase fails is at most
and this is o(1) if tcllnr<~,
since K < n/(ln n)K. It is of course straightforward to carry out this selection in o(n2) time. 
This justifies viewing the W! t,j~W{j as unbiased random walks.
The next question to answer is as to how, given xi,j, do we compute a random trajectory of length from 6; tO X~,j. This is not difficult.
To simplify notation, suppose we want to and so it suffices to prove that with probability Consider the experiment in which a random vertex is chosen from each row of -H, The events Ai 
